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Dr Seuss Goes To War
Dr. Seuss is known for having written and illustrated ... The Butter Battle Book was considered a direct commentary on the Cold War. Seuss unapologetically delved into exploring the consequences ...
Dr. Seuss’ Banned Anti-War ‘The Butter Battle Book’ Is Now a Netflix Kids’ Show
Yet our current cultural gatekeepers ransack the past not out of a spirit of discovery but an ethic of accusation, recrimination, and, finally, cancellation. It isn’t “amnesia” so much as it is ...
Thoughtcrimes of the past
I found Dr. Seuss to be one of Nye’s more interesting ... he believed had profited from America's involvement in World War I, and “that greed was a significant factor” causing our country ...
U.S. senator from North Dakota was lampooned by Dr. Seuss
Less than a year after settling a lawsuit with Dr. Seuss Enterprises, ComicMix is launching a Kickstarter campaign to fund the publication of 'The Zaks and Other Lost Stories' by Theodor Geisel, aka ...
ComicMix Launches Campaign to Publish Public Domain Seuss Stories
The Dr. Seuss catalog is seemingly tailor-made for theme park resorts, meaning any potential sale is very likely to eclipse the $600 million Dahl haul. Oh, the places you could go... The views and ...
Dr. Seuss Enterprises Eyes Lucrative IP Sale
In deference to Dr. Seuss, a literary staple ... even more than the distant war. And this was the case in Lexington, as a closer reading began to make clear. Lexington was, it probably goes without ...
The Second (and Third) Battle of Lexington
Publication of The Zaks follows a five-year-long legal dispute between ComicMix—a website for comics news and information that also offers professional publishing services—and Dr. Seuss Enterprises ..
ComicMix Mixes It Up With Seuss Enterprises (Again)
If you’re looking for something to do with the whole family this week or weekend, dive into the wondrous world of Dr. Seuss! ‘The Dr. Seuss Experience’ is an imaginative and interactive ...
The Dr. Seuss Experience: Oh the Places You’ll Go Exhibit
replete with a cavalcade of Dr. Seuss characters. The cast bursts into a lively performance of "Oh the Things You Can Think," dancing as they go. "It's a love story, it's funny, it's colorful ...
Oh, the things you will see in upcoming 'Seussical'
which takes place annually on Dr. Seuss's birthday, thus ending a presidential tradition that goes back about 20 years. Numerous studies of Dr. Seuss's work have found harmful racist stereotypes ...
Dark facts that will ruin your childhood
A third depicts Rivera reading a Dr. Seuss book to the captivated toddler ... was to get on with it & head to my least favorite place in the world. "I tried to go back to sleep for a little longer as ...
Ryan Dorsey mourns Naya Rivera in Mother's Day post: 'All we can do is go on'
(Yes, that’s a Dr. Seuss reference — from “Horton Hears ... which followed on the heels of Rodgers letting go of his longtime role as an area music club owner, has been a tough time for ...
Hamden musician, former owner of The Space, to launch new album at New Haven venue
It’s like the Michael Bay version of Dr. Seuss’s “Marvin K. Mooney Will You Please Go Now!” Without all the ... (Yahya Abdul-Mateen II), an Afghan War veteran, needs $231,000 for his ...
Review: ‘Ambulance’ is a messy, frenetic LA pileup of gunfights, car chases and a wound-tight Jake Gyllenhaal
The self-proclaimed “Cocaine Dr. Seuss” is back. Four years after releasing “Daytona,” Pusha T has resurfaced with “It’s Almost Dry,” a 12-song ...
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